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                    High speeds

                    We send money around the world in minutes. 160 countries and counting.

                

                
                    Low fees

                    We offer brilliant rates and really low fees—by keeping our own costs down.

                

                
                    No hassle

                    TransferGo is super easy to use, backed up by outstanding Customer Support.
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					As easy as it gets

							Once you’ve registered and verified your ID, all you need to do is:

							
													
						
							
						

													1. Choose how much to send

																			Send money to almost any country on the planet

											

														
						
							
						

													2. Add the receiver’s details

																			Send money to cards, bank accounts, e-wallets and even cash

											

														
						
							
						

													3. Pay for the transfer

																			Send money from your card or bank account

											

												

		    






    
					
				Order a transfer in less than a minute

with our app.			

		
					
				Sign up for free			
		    






    
					
				The truth about sending money home			

		
					
				
					
					













					


				

				

				

				

				

			

		

		    






    
					
				TransferGo reviews			

		
					
				We love our app—but we're a bit biased. So here are some TransferGo reviews from people who don't work here…			

		
					
				

  Trustpilot


			

		    






    
		
							
					Are TransferGo fees fair?				

			
							
					We exist to make fast money transfers more affordable. So we always try to offer the lowest possible fees and the best possible exchange rates—which makes us 90% cheaper than most bank transfers. We also let you choose how and when your money will be sent—so you decide how much to spend on each transfer. Except when the transfer is completely free!

				

					


					
		
		    






    
		
							
					How quickly can I send money with TransferGo?				

			
							
					TransferGo money transfers are instant on many of our routes. But the truth is, it depends which options you choose. Want it now? Card-to-card transfers are superfast, at a higher (but still low) fee. Want it cheap? Bank-to-bank transfers are insanely cheap, but take a little longer.

Whichever you choose, the transfer only takes a minute to perform on your TransferGo app.

				

					


					
		
					
				
					Make instant transfers
					
				
			

		    






    
					Is TransferGo safe?

							
				
													
						
							
						

													End-to-end encryption protects our customers’ money and data. Should a transfer ever fail, special safeguarding measures ensure that everyone gets their money back.

											

														
						
							
						

													We are closely regulated by EU and UK law, working closely with international law enforcement to spot and prevent money laundering, and to keep our 7 million customers safe.

											

														
						
							
						

													And if anything ever does go wrong, our Customer Support team is friendly, professional, and always quick to respond—in English, French, German, Polish, Russian, Ukrainian, Lithuanian, Turkish and Romanian!
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                                    What is TransferGo?                                


                                TransferGo is a digital money service that aims to improve the lives of hard-working people through simpler, better financial services. It began with developing fast, cheap international money transfers, and is now spreading out its offering to remove barriers for customers, especially migrants, who need financial services.

                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                
                                    Is TransferGo safe?                                


                                TransferGo is closely regulated by EU and UK law. We work closely with international law enforcement to spot and prevent money laundering, and to keep our 7 million customers and their money safe.

Our end-to-end encryption protects our customers’ money and data. Should a transfer ever fail, there are special safeguarding measures in place to ensure that everyone gets their money back.

Of course, customers must still look out for fraud and stay safe online. As with all fraud, once the money has been sent, it’s very hard to get it back.

                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                
                                    Can I trust TransferGo?                                


                                Millions of users around the world trust TransferGo with their money. With a rating of ‘Excellent’ from over 30,000 reviews on Trustpilot, the TransferGo app is highly recommended by customers. It also helps that TransferGo has excellent Customer Service in English and 9 other languages.

                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                
                                    How does TransferGo work?                                


                                Years ago, TransferGo found an elegant solution to the problem of expensive international transfers.

By opening bank accounts in each country we served, we could use local transfers only to receive money in the send country, and to send money in the receiving country. Local transfers at both ends allowed us to cut out almost all of the costs, and pass the savings on to our customers. That’s why TransferGo rates are famously low. Now that fintech infrastructure has grown so much, we have more transfer options now than we did then, with superfast card-to-card payments, payments to e-wallets, and even cash transfers. But whatever the format, we’re always trying to make it as affordable as we can for our customers—while ensuring the transfers are secure and on time.

                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                
                                    How to use TransferGo                                


                                It’s simple. Download the TransferGo app, register your identity, and then follow the prompts. You can download the TransferGo app for iOS, Android and Huawei from the App Store, Google Play and Huawei Gallery. You can also register online using your computer, if you prefer.

                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                
                                    How to send money with TransferGo                                


                                The first step is your TransferGo verification: proving your identity so we can keep you and your money safe. After that, you simply choose the currency and amount that you’re sending, and the details of the person you’re sending it to. Finally, you choose how you want to pay for the transfer—and that’s how to transfer money with TransferGo!
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                    TransferGo is a company incorporated under the laws of England and Wales with company number 07914165.  Our registered office is 1a Old Street Yard, White Collar Factory, EC1Y 8AF, London, United Kingdom. This office is not publicly open to you or other members of the public. TransferGo is an authorised electronic money institution (EMI) authorized by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) under the Electronic Money regulations 2011 (EMRs) and the Payment Services Regulations 2017 (PSRs) (Firm registration number: 991295) to issue electronic money and providing payment services. 



TransferGo Lithuania UAB is an electronic money institution established in the Republic of Lithuania, authorised and regulated by the Bank of Lithuania. Registered address: Palangos str. 4, Vilnius, Lithuania, number of registration 304871705, FI Code 32400.



The app is free to download and use. All fees and exchange rates vary according to market, payment methods and partner costs. Many transfers are free. Exchange rates may fluctuate depending on international currency markets as well as the chosen transfer delivery method. All fees and rates are made clear during the transfer order. TransferGo also makes clear when there are cheaper, faster or free options available.

                    1a Old Street Yard White Collar Factory, EC1Y 8AF, London, United Kingdom.

                    © 2024 TransferGo Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

                

            

        

    










		
		
		
			
			
				
			

			
		
		
		










